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Central Banks

 The US Federal Reserve (Fed) January policy statement 

confirmed a shift towards a more “patient” approach, 

removing references to further rate hikes

 The European Central Bank (ECB) acknowledged recent 

growth weakness, agreeing that the balance of risks to 

the outlook have “moved to the downside”

 The Bank of England (BoE) struck a slightly more dovish 

tone in December, although still views ongoing tightening 

as appropriate given rising wage costs

 With inflation well below the Bank of Japan’s (BoJ) 2% 

target, policy is expected to remain expansionary, with 

further tweaks in yield targets possible

 The People’s Bank of China (PBoC) remains in easing 

mode, having already cut reserve ratio requirements this 

year

Macro Outlook

 We estimate that global growth is still running at its 

3% trend 

 Financial conditions have tightened, but recession risk 

remains modest given monetary policy is still 

accommodative, even in the US

 US growth is still comfortably above trend, while other 

regions are running at, or a little below, trend. Downside 

risks (eg, US government shutdown) linger

 Our emerging market (EM) analysis has yet to show 

signs of a significant turn-around. Chinese data have 

been soft. Nonetheless, EM assets have held 

up well

 Markets are not pricing in any pickup in inflation. This 

looks out of sync with US macro data in particular 

IM

Summary

Equity markets rebound February 2019
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Summary

Key Views 

 The market is taking a fairly strong negative view on the 

future health of the global economy

 However, macro and corporate fundamentals have not 

deteriorated as much as perceived. This creates, for us, 

a buying opportunity

 Prospective risk-adjusted returns have improved in 

global equities and credit assets. In particular, US 

equities are now as attractive as Europe’s and Japan’s. 

Overall, we are overweight developed market (DM) 

equities

 US Treasury yields have fallen, making risk-adjusted 

returns less attractive

Key Risks

Investment Views

We upgraded US equities and Asian high-yield corporate bonds from neutral to overweight. 

Valuations and underlying economic and corporate fundamentals remain in favour of risk assets, 

especially equities, in our view.

 Global equities – the extent of recent growth fears appear overdone. Equity valuations have improved, and remain 

consistent with an optimal way to “back growth”. However, risks require monitoring (China, trade tensions, Brexit

and Italy)

 Government bonds – recession worries have allowed US Treasuries to once again be a “safe-haven” asset. However, we 

believe the market is dismissing the risk of higher inflation, and valuations are very unattractive in most DMs

 Corporate bonds – valuations have improved, particularly in Asia high yield, where we move to overweight. However, we 

are not yet at the point to overweight corporate bonds at the global level

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, January 31, 2018.

Subject to change.

Low 

Positive 





View move: 

– No change

 Upgraded over the last month

 Downgraded over the last month

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management, January 31, 2018.

Subject to change.
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Asset Class Performance at a Glance 

Central Banks

 Government bonds – US Treasuries and European bonds rallied (yields fell), supported by dovish comments by the ECB 

and Fed. Riskier Italian and Spanish bonds outperformed 

 Commodities – oil prices also rose on easing US-China trade concerns and increasing investor confidence that OPEC, 

Russia and other allies will restrain production enough to avoid an oversupply

Note: Past performance is not an indication of future performance

Global equities rebounded in January amid easing US-China trade tensions, upbeat corporate 

earnings reports and dovish comments by the Fed

Note: Asset class performance is represented by different indices.

Global Equities: MSCI ACWI Net Total Return USD Index. Gem Equities: MSCI Emerging Market Net Total Return USD Index. Corporate 

Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Global HY Total Return Index value unhedged. Bloomberg Barclays Global IG Total Return Index unhedged.

Government bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Treasuries Total Return Index. JP Morgan EMBI Global Total Return local

currency. Commodities and real estate:  Gold Spot $/OZ/ Other commodities: S&P GSCI Total Return CME. Real Estate: FTSE 

EPRA/NAREIT Global Index TR USD. 

Source: Bloomberg, all data above as of close of January 31, 2019 in USD, total return, month-to-date terms.

Equities Corporate bonds Government bonds Commodities and real estate
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Base Case Views and Implications 

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.

Base case view and implicationsMonthly macroeconomic update

 Recent business surveys have softened amid 

headwinds from trade and political uncertainty, and 

the fading impact of fiscal stimulus

 The Fed was significantly more dovish in its January 

policy meeting statement, removing references to 

further rate hikes, and adopting a “patient” approach

U
S

 US economic growth is poised to 

moderate this year, although from above-

trend rates. For us, near-term recession 

risk remains low

 The Federal Open Market Committee 

signalled two rate hikes this year at its 

December 2018 meeting, recent 

dovishness makes this less likely 

 Based on valuations, US equities now 

look increasingly attractive relative to 

Treasuries

 Eurozone: Survey data remains disappointing, and 

there is now a reasonable chance that Germany was 

in a recession in the second half of last year

 UK: The economy remains exposed to the outcome 

of ongoing Brexit negotiations. However, the labour

market is tight, and wage growth is rising

E
u

ro
p

e

 Eurozone: there is scope for a near-term 

recovery following transitory disruptions. 

European equities remain attractive 

 UK: Given high Brexit uncertainty, we 

remain cautious on UK equities

 China: Despite policy easing measures, there is little 

evidence yet that the economy has turned a corner. 

Credit growth remains on a downward trend

 India: The economy is a major beneficiary of lower 

oil prices, while muted inflation paves the way for 

monetary policy easing

 Japan: Economic growth could pick up on the back 

of lower oil prices and a tight labour market, but 

China’s slowdown and a planned sales tax hike are 

key risks

A
s
ia

 China: We believe authorities will ease 

policy enough to engineer a turnaround. 

Valuations remain very favourable

 India: The long-term structural story 

remains positive, but valuations are fairly 

unattractive versus other Asian markets

 Japan: We believe the valuation of 

Japanese equities is still very attractive 

while monetary policy is supportive

 Brazil: There are upside risks from lower borrowing 

costs if crucial pensions reforms can be enacted, 

although trade tensions are likely to weigh

 Russia: growth performance remains constrained by 

lower oil prices and US sanctions. Consumer 

spending has been hit by higher inflation  

 MENA (Middle East and North Africa): Civil conflict, 

high unemployment and lower oil prices are 

weighing on the region’s economic outlook. Progress 

with structural reforms is also limited

O
th

e
r 

E
M

 EMs have weathered recent market 

volatility fairly well. A more cautious Fed, 

lower oil prices, lower US bond yields 

and China policy easing are key supports 

to macro stability

 Asian economies remain relative 

outperformers, supported by robust 

structural characteristics and the US-

China trade truce

 We upgraded Asian high yield amid 

improved valuations
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

Equities





























Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.

View move: 

– No change

 Upgraded over the last month

 Downgraded over the last month
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

Equities (cont’d)











































Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

Government Bonds

 













 

 

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

Government Bonds (cont’d)

 



 









Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

Investment Grade Corporate Bonds

 

















 

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

High-Yield Corporate Bonds































Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

Alternatives

 

 

















Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

Asian Assets





























Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

Asian Assets (cont’d)



 Bank asset quality is steadily improving 

and loan growth is picking up. Lower oil 

prices are positive for macro stability. 

Lower commodity prices and interest rates 

helps margins

 The long-term structural story remains 

positive with substantial progress on key 

reforms, higher infrastructure spending, 

and improving governance and ease of 

doing business



 Tepid consumer sentiment/festive 

demand, tighter slower non-bank finance 

companies (NBFC) credit growth and 

external uncertainties pose downside risks 

to near-term growth and corporate 

earnings

 The pre-election fiscal year (FY) 2020 

interim budget prioritized populism over 

fiscal prudence with a pause on fiscal 

consolidation due to the farm package. 

The new glide path does not change the 

original target of achieving 3% of GDP by 

FY 2021, but the credibility of the target is 

questionable



 Hong Kong has a strong external balance 

sheet and fiscal position and a healthy 

banking sector

 Policy focus on upgrading the economy 

with innovation and technology and 

greater regional integration through the 

Greater Bay Area can boost longer-term 

productivity growth

 Opportunities in some multinationals with 

branded products set to benefit from the 

region‘s structural growth/consumption 

story



















Note:

1. The Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership ("CPTPP") is a Free Trade Agreement ("FTA") between 11 countries: 

Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore and Vietnam.

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.
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Long-Term Asset Class Positioning Tables (>12 Months)

Asian Assets (cont’d)

























This commentary has been produced by HSBC Global Asset Management to provide a high level overview of the recent economic and financial market 

environment, and is for information purposes only. The views expressed were held at the time of preparation; are subject to change without notice and may not 

reflect the views expressed in other HSBC Group communications or strategies. This marketing communication does not constitute investment advice or a 

recommendation to any reader of this content to buy or sell investments nor should it be regarded as investment research. The content has not been prepared in 

accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of its 

dissemination. You should be aware that the value of any investment can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. 

Furthermore, any investments in emerging markets are by their nature higher risk and potentially more volatile than those inherent in established markets. Any 

performance information shown refers to the past and should not be seen as an indication of future returns. You should always consider seeking professional 

advice when thinking about undertaking any form of investment.

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management. As at January 31, 2019. Subject to change.
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Market Data

January 2019

7.8 1.4 (9.3) 7.8

7.2 (0.5) (4.4) 7.2

7.9 (0.3) (4.2) 7.9

9.7 (0.3) (1.8) 9.7

8.5 3.4 (2.6) 8.5

6.6 0.7 (16.3) 6.6

5.3 (1.2) (12.5) 5.3

3.6 (2.2) (7.5) 3.6

5.8 (2.4) (15.3) 5.8

5.5 (2.0) (8.9) 5.5

6.1 1.8 (13.3) 6.1

7.7 3.6 (16.1) 7.7

7.2 8.4 (15.8) 7.2

3.8 (5.2) (10.1) 3.8

3.9 0.6 (2.9) 3.9

8.1 11.9 (15.0) 8.1

3.6 (0.7) (25.7) 3.6

9.0 8.8 (18.6) 9.0

2.1 1.3 (10.6) 2.1

8.0 8.6 (14.1) 8.0

0.5 5.3 0.8 0.5

5.5 12.0 (1.1) 5.5

(0.4) (1.5) (9.9) (0.4)

7.3 12.1 (8.6) 7.3

4.0 5.7 (9.7) 4.0

5.0 (1.6) (10.1) 5.0

19.9 23.2 4.0 19.9

10.8 11.4 14.7 10.8

5.9 5.9 (7.7) 5.9

9.1 3.9 (7.1) 9.1

5.6 0.1 (12.8) 5.6

6.4 7.2 10.1 6.4

2.7 3.4 (9.0) 2.7

14.0 15.4 (12.9) 14.0

Note: Past performance is not an indication of future returns.

1. Indices expressed as total returns. All others are price returns.

Sources: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management. Data as at close of business January 31, 2019.
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Market Data (cont’d)

January 2019

Note: Past performance is not an indication of future returns.

Total return includes income from dividends and interest as well as appreciation or depreciation in the price of an asset over the given period

Sources: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management. Data as at close of business December 31, 2018.

Note: All total returns quoted in USD terms.

Data sourced from MSCI AC World Total Return Index, MSCI USA Total Return Index, MSCI AC Europe Total Return Index, MSCI AC Asia Pacific ex Japan Total 

Return Index, MSCI Japan Total Return Index, MSCI Latam Total Return Index and MSCI Emerging Markets Total Return Index.
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Market Data (cont’d)

January 2019

Note: Past performance is not an indication of future returns.

Sources: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management. Data as at close of business January 31, 2019.
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Market Data (cont’d)

January 2019

Note: Past performance is not an indication of future returns.

Sources: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management. Data as at close of business January 31, 2019.

7.85 7.83 7.84 7.82 7.83 7.85 7.79

6.70 6.88 6.98 6.29 6.88 6.98 6.24

71.09 69.77 73.96 63.59 69.77 74.48 63.74

4.10 4.13 4.18 3.90 4.13 4.20 3.85

1,113 1,111 1,140 1,068 1,111 1,145 1,054

30.72 30.55 30.95 29.14 30.55 31.17 28.96
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Basis of Views and Definitions of ‘Long-Term Asset Class Positioning’ 

Tables (>12 Months)

 Views are based on regional HSBC Global Asset Management Asset Allocation meetings held throughout January 2019,

HSBC Global Asset Management’s long-term expected return forecasts which were generated as at December 31, 2018,

our portfolio optimisation process and actual portfolio positions

 Icons:  View on this asset class has been upgraded – No change  View on this asset class has been downgraded

 Underweight, overweight and neutral classifications are the high-level asset allocations tilts applied in diversified, typically

multi-asset portfolios, which reflect a combination of our long-term valuation signals, our shorter-term cyclical views and

actual positioning in portfolios. The views are expressed with reference to global portfolios. However, individual portfolio

positions may vary according to mandate, benchmark, risk profile and the availability and riskiness of individual asset

classes in different regions

 “Overweight” implies that, within the context of a well-diversified typically multi-asset portfolio, and relative to relevant

internal or external benchmarks, HSBC Global Asset Management has (or would have) a positive tilt towards the asset

class

 “Underweight” implies that, within the context of a well-diversified typically multi-asset portfolio, and relative to relevant

internal or external benchmarks, HSBC Global Asset Management has (or would) have a negative tilt towards the asset

class

 “Neutral” implies that, within the context of a well-diversified typically multi-asset portfolio, and relative to relevant internal

or external benchmarks HSBC Global Asset Management has (or would have) neither a particularly negative or positive

tilt towards the asset class

 For global investment-grade corporate bonds, the underweight, overweight and neutral categories for the asset class at

the aggregate level are also based on high-level asset allocation considerations applied in diversified, typically multi-asset

portfolios. However, USD investment-grade corporate bonds and EUR and GBP investment-grade corporate bonds are

determined relative to the global investment-grade corporate bond universe

 For Asia ex Japan equities, the underweight, overweight and neutral categories for the region at the aggregate level are

also based on high-level asset allocation considerations applied in diversified, typically multi-asset portfolios. However,

individual country views are determined relative to the Asia ex Japan equities universe as of December 31, 2018

 Similarly, for EM government bonds, the underweight, overweight and neutral categories for the asset class at the

aggregate level are also based on high-level asset allocation considerations applied in diversified, typically multi-asset

portfolios. However, EM Asian Fixed income views are determined relative to the EM government bonds (hard currency)

universe as of January 31, 2019

 The asset class positioning table shows the view of the asset class in general and may not be reflective of the asset class

positioning and strategy of HSBC World Selection® Portfolios and HSBC World Selection Diversified Funds
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This document has been prepared by HSBC Global Asset Management Limited (AMG) and is distributed by HSBC Investment

Funds (Canada) Inc. (HIFC), HSBC Private Wealth Services (Canada) Inc. (HPWS), and the HSBC InvestDirect division within

HSBC Securities (Canada) Inc. (HIDC) (“we” refers to AMG, HIFC, HPWS, and HIDC collectively).

The contents of this document may not be reproduced or further distributed to any person or entity, whether in whole or in part,

for any purpose or otherwise, without the prior written permission of AMG. All non-authorised reproduction or use of this

document will be the responsibility of the user and may lead to legal proceedings.

The material contained in this document is for general information purposes only and does not constitute advice or a

recommendation to buy or sell investments. Some of the statements contained in this document may be considered forward-

looking statements which provide current expectations or forecasts of future events. Such forward-looking statements are not

guarantees of future performance or events and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially from those

described in such forward-looking statements as a result of various factors. We do not undertake any obligation to update the

forward-looking statements contained herein, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ from those projected in

the forward-looking statements. This document has no contractual value and is not by any means intended as a solicitation, nor

a recommendation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not lawful.

The views and opinions expressed herein are those of AMG at the time of preparation, and are subject to change at any time.

These views may not necessarily indicate current portfolios' composition. Individual portfolios managed by AMG or HSBC

Global Asset Management (Canada) Limited (AMCA) primarily reflect individual clients' objectives, risk preferences, time

horizon, and market liquidity.

The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount

originally invested. Past performance contained in this document is not a reliable indicator of future performance whilst any

forecasts, projections and simulations contained herein should not be relied upon as an indication of future results. Where

overseas investments are held, the rate of currency exchange may cause the value of such investments to go down as well as

up. Investments in emerging markets are by their nature higher risk and potentially more volatile than those inherent in some

established markets. Economies in emerging markets generally are heavily dependent upon international trade and,

accordingly, have been and may continue to be affected adversely by trade barriers, exchange controls, managed adjustments

in relative currency values and other protectionist measures imposed or negotiated by the countries with which they trade.

These economies also have been and may continue to be affected adversely by economic conditions in the countries in which

they trade.

We accept no responsibility for the accuracy and/or completeness of any third party information obtained from sources we

believe to be reliable but which have not been independently verified.

This information has been prepared for informational purposes only, and is not intended to provide and should not be relied on

for accounting, legal or tax advice. You are advised to obtain appropriate professional advice where necessary.

Important Information about HSBC Global Asset Management (Canada) Limited (AMCA)

HSBC Global Asset Management is a group of companies that are engaged in investment advisory and fund management

activities, which are ultimately owned by HSBC Holdings plc. AMCA is a wholly owned subsidiary of, but separate entity from,

HSBC Bank Canada and provides its services in all provinces of Canada except Prince Edward Island.

Important Information about HSBC Investment Funds (Canada) Inc. (HIFC)

HIFC is a subsidiary of AMCA, and indirect subsidiary of HSBC Bank Canada, and is the principal distributor of the HSBC

Mutual Funds and HSBC Pooled Funds. HIFC provides its products and services in all provinces of Canada except Prince

Edward Island. Mutual fund investments are subject to risks. Please read the Fund Facts before investing.

Important Information about HSBC Private Wealth Services (Canada) Inc. (HPWS)

HPWS is a direct subsidiary of HSBC Bank Canada and provides services in all provinces of Canada except Prince Edward

Island. The Private Investment Management service is a discretionary portfolio management service offered by HPWS. Under

this discretionary service, assets of participating clients will be invested by HPWS or its delegated portfolio manager in

securities, including but not limited to, stocks, bonds, pooled funds, mutual funds and derivatives. The value of an investment in

or purchased as part of the Private Investment Management service may change frequently and past performance may not be

repeated.

Important information
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Important information (cont’d)

Important Information about HSBC InvestDirect (HIDC)

HIDC is a division of HSBC Securities (Canada) Inc., a direct subsidiary of, but separate entity from, HSBC Bank Canada.

HIDC is an order execution only service. HIDC will not conduct suitability assessments of client account holdings or of the

orders submitted by clients or from anyone authorized to trade on the client’s behalf. Clients have the sole responsibility for

their investment decisions and securities transactions.

Copyright © HSBC Global Asset Management Limited 2018. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,

stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, on any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or

otherwise, without the prior written permission of HSBC Global Asset Management Limited.

Expiry: July 1, 2019.
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